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Professional Placement

Professional Placement is the program by which a student is assigned to an experienced Australian Pilates 
Method Association (APMA) Pilates practitioner who will mentor the student and provide workplace training for 
a minimum of 75 hours. In addition, the student will attend at least two other studios for a minimum of 12 hours 
in each studio under experienced supervision.

Professional Placement Practitioner (PPP)

A Professional Placement Practitioner (PPP) is a Level 3 or 4 APMA registered practitioner who is willing 
undertake the oversight, supervision and mentoring of a student for a minimum of 75 hours and will fulfil the 
necessary requirements associated with those hours without remuneration from the student. However, part 
of the student supervision, but not the oversight or mentoring may be delegated to other suitably qualified 
teachers in the same studio.

Student

A student is a person currently enrolled in the APMA Level 2 course with a Course Provider or enrolled in the 
Diploma of Pilates Movement Therapy course with a Course Deliverer

Client

A client is a person attending a Pilates studio and receiving instruction from a Pilates practitioner

Healthy Client

A healthy client is one who is not undergoing rehabilitation, is physiologically well, does not have significant 
pathologies and is classed as a low risk

TERMS USED IN THIS DOCUMENT

THE PURPOSE OF PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT

Develop teaching expertise and skills in students doing the APMA Level 2 Course 
or the Diploma of Pilates Movement Therapy

Enable the student to practise teaching while under the supervision of an
experienced teacher

Ensure that students reach an established level of safety and quality in their
instruction

Give students experience in a diversity of teaching environments

Familiarise students with different teaching styles
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BENEFITS TO THE PPP

LEARNING OUTCOMES FROM 200 HOURS OF  
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT

1

3

2

4

The participating
practitioners will have the 
satisfaction of providing 
a crucial role in the 
education of the next 
generation

Practitioners will
hone their own skills
through explanation
to students

Although there is no payment for
participation, practitioners’ studios
will receive recognition via a free
advertisement on the APMA website 
providing the studio is owned by an 
APMA registered practitioner

APMA teachers doing the supervision
will receive one Continuing Education
Credit (CEC) per 20 hours of
supervision, with a maximum of five
CECs per student per annum and a
total maximum of 5 CECs per annum

To have developed:

1  
A basic understanding of client 
and studio procedures and 
protocols as they are structured 
in different studios

2  
A knowledge of equipment safety 
and maintenance

The ability to:

1  
Prepare Pilates exercise programs 
that incorporate pre-Pilates, mat work 
and Pilates equipment exercises

2  
Safely teach Pilates exercises to a 
maximum of four healthy clients in a 
studio setting or a maximum of eight 
mat work clients, using appropriate 
cues and corrections

3  
Modify Pilates exercises for each 
client, as required for client safety, 
capability and proficiency

4  
Record relevant client information
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GUIDELINES FOR PPP

PPPs will offer a minimum of 75 supervised teaching hours per student and sign the student logbook of 
hours regularly. They will fill in the student assessment at 40 hours and 75 hours of professional placement. 
If the student exceeds 75 hours, the PPP will fill in another assessment on completion of those extra hours. 
They will mentor the student through the teaching process and address the student’s needs as they arise. 
They will assist the student to identify areas of theoretical and practical knowledge, teaching expertise 
and client communication skills that need improvement and address those areas in a positive manner that 
facilitates learning. In addition, students should be able to approach the PPP and ask for assistance in areas 
where they lack confidence. 

Although this can present difficulties for PPPs, it would be instructional for the student if, over the 75 hours, 
the student could observe some initial assessments and be shown how this translates into programming.

Please note:

• Students are to be given healthy clients to instruct and not clients with complex or complicated
pathologies. First and foremost is safe practice

• PPPs will give adequate and appropriate supervision to the student when the student is teaching.
The PPP will not leave the student alone in the studio in an instructing capacity

• PPPs will treat students respectfully

• A PPP can supervise a maximum of two students per session and six students in total

At commencement the PPP will:

1. Receive a copy of the student’s First Aid Certificate and insurance

2. Set up attendance hours that will suit both parties

3. Set aside a mutually suitable time where the PPP is not busy instructing to answer student questions

4. Take the student through the studio accident and emergency procedures, for example, what to do if
there is a gas leak or fire

5. Take the student through the studio health and safety measures, for example, individual safety protocols
with regard to equipment and infection control

6. Explain the importance of client confidentiality and what it involves

7. Instruct the student in the studio’s equipment safety and maintenance

8. Explain the studio grievance procedures

At commencement the student will:

1. Provide a repertoire list prepared by the Course Deliverer/Course Provider (CD/CP). This will be a list of
exercises that the student knows and feels comfortable teaching. This list will be updated by the CD/
CP and student over time. As exercise nomenclature may be different from studio to studio, the PPP will
make sure that the student is familiar with the studio’s nomenclature as it elates to the repertoire list.
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2.  Be expected to understand neutral spine and its importance to exercise and be familiar with the functional 
anatomy that relates to the repertoire list. However, it should be realised that a greater understanding of functional 
anatomy is developed through the teaching process and this will fall under the umbrella of the PPP as well as the 
CD/CP

3.  Be expected to have a knowledge of safe practice as it relates to the client, the studio and studio equipment 
commensurate with the the level at which the student has attained with the CD/CP and appropriate to the 
repertoire

The following student competencies are learning outcomes the PPP and student are aiming 
to have the student attain. If during the process, the PPP or student feels that the student will 
not be able to attain these competencies, one or both parties should inform the CD/CP

The student should:

1.  Demonstrate safe practice in instruction, equipment use and studio protocols

2.  Be able to introduce him/herself to the client in a professional manner

3.  Be able to communicate clearly with the client and give appropriate instructions, cues and corrections

4.  Be able to teach one healthy client safely, using modifications appropriate to the client, and as directed by 
the PPP

5.  Be developing programming skills using the repertoire the student has learned

6.  Write a short report that reflects the student’s experiences over the previous 40 hours and does not contain 
confidential client or studio information

PPP Responsibilities

1. The PPP will fill in a student assessment which will be returned to the CD/CP

2.  The PPP will communicate any significant student weaknesses or areas of concern to the CD/CP in writing, 
either in an attachment to the assessment or by email. This can be done by phone call, but there must be a 
follow-up in writing

3.  The PPP will check that the student’s report accurately reflects the student’s experience in the studio and 
contains no confidential information

4.  The PPP will fill in the assessment

  40 HOURS STUDENT COMPETENCIES
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These are as for 40 hour competencies with an expanded repertoire supplied by the student with the assistance 
of the CD/CP

In addition:

The student should:

1.  Be able to put together short programs suitable to the age and abilities of healthy clients, using the 
repertoire the student has learned

2.  Be able to teach one or two healthy clients safely, using modifications appropriate to the client, and as 
directed by the PPP

3.  Be able to teach no more than two healthy clients a basic mat work session, using the repertoire the student 
has learned

4.  Be developing an understanding of client booking procedures and basic running of a studio 

5.  Write a short report that reflects the student’s experiences over the previous 75 hours and does not contain 
confidential client or studio information

PPP Responsibilities

1.  The PPP will fill in a student assessment which will be returned to the CD/CP

2.  The PPP will communicate any significant student weaknesses or areas of concern to the CD/CP in writing, 
either in an attachment to the assessment or by email. This can be done by phone call, but there must be a 
follow-up in writing

5.  The PPP will check that the student’s report accurately reflects the student’s experience in the studio and 
contains no confidential information

6.  The PPP will fill in the assessment

  75 HOURS STUDENT COMPETENCIES
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These are as for 75 hour competencies with an expanded repertoire supplied by the student with the assistance 
of the CD/CP

In addition:

The student should:

1.  Be able to put together basic programs suitable to the age and abilities of healthy clients, using the 
repertoire the student has learned

2.  Be able to teach two healthy clients safely, using modifications appropriate to the client, and as directed by 
the PPP

3.  Be able to teach a small group of two or three healthy clients a mat work session, using the repertoire the 
student has learned

4.  Be developing an understanding of studio operations, client handovers and the recording of client 
information

5.  Write a short report that reflects the student’s experiences

PPP Responsibilities

1.  The PPP will fill in a student assessment which will be returned to the CD/CP

2.  The PPP will communicate any significant student weaknesses or areas of concern to the CD/CP in writing, 
either in an attachment to the assessment or by email. This can be done by phone call, but there must be a 
follow-up in writing

3.  The PPP will check that the student’s report accurately reflects the student’s experience in the studio and 
contains no confidential information

4.  The PPP will fill in the assessment

  125 HOURS STUDENT COMPETENCIES
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These are as for 125 hour competencies with an expanded repertoire supplied by the student with the 
assistance of the CD/CP

In addition:

The student should:

1.  Be able to program or be working towards being able to program a whole session suitable to the age and 
abilities of a healthy client using exercises from the equipment, mat and pre-Pilates repertoire that the 
student has learned

2.  Be able to teach two or three healthy clients safely, using modifications appropriate to the client, and as 
directed by the PPP

3.  Be able to teach a small group of three to six healthy clients a mat work session, using the repertoire the 
student has learned

4.  Be able to record the relevant client information after instructing the session 

5.  Debrief with the PPP at a mutually suitable time after the session

6.  Write a short report that reflects the student’s experiences over the hours at the studio and does not contain 
confidential client or studio information

At 125 hours, it would be expected that the student is working towards the above achievements. At 200 hours, it 

would be expected that the student has achieved or is close to achieving those competencies

PPP Responsibilities

1.  The PPP will check that the student’s report accurately reflects the student’s experience in the studio and 
contains no confidential information

2.  The PPP will fill in the assessment

  125 TO 200 HOURS STUDENT COMPETENCIES
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STUDENT GUIDELINES

It is at the discretion of the CP/CD whether they or the student make the initial approach to the PPP to 
establish the student’s professional placement hours. However, the student will then need to negotiate 
mutually agreeable hours with the PPP.

A student must:

1.  Have a current First Aid Certificate that includes CPR

2.  Have appropriate insurance

3.  Attend a minimum of three studios to achieve the 200 hours of Professional Placement

4.  Do a minimum of 75 hours with one PPP or be in a studio that is operated by an APMA registered 
practitioner. This studio can be the CP/CD studio

5.  Do a minimum of 12 hours in two other studios where the supervising teachers do not have to be PPPs, but 
do have to be in studios owned by registered APMA teachers

6.  Do the balance of the remaining hours with the PPP and/or a studio owned by a registered APMA teacher 
and/or a maximum of 40 hours under other appropriately qualified teachers

7.  Furnish the PPP with an ongoing and updated repertoire list that is supplied by the CP/CD and will include 
the exercises that the CP/CD and student thinks the student understands and is competent to demonstrate 
and teach

8.  Seek permission from the CP/CD if he/she needs to undertake hours with other appropriately qualified 
teachers who are not qualified with the APMA. The student will negotiate with those teachers for mutually 
suitable hours. If the CP/CD does not give permission, the student must find alternative qualified teachers 
that will meet the CP/CD requirements

9.  Observe client confidentiality at all times. Clients’ names must not be used in documentation or outside the 
PPP’s studio. A client’s personal details must not be discussed with anyone other than the client’s teacher. 
Client information may not be given to another client

10.  Observe studio confidentiality and not discuss a studio’s confidential information outside the studio or at 
another studio

11.  Have the student log book of hours signed off by the supervising Teacher

12.  Write a report at 40 hours, 75 hours and 125 hours and when a student leaves a studio, It is a short report 
of what the student has done over those hours. It will not include confidential studio information, client 
names or a client’s personal details, but summarise the student’s teaching experience, observations 
and revelations. It should cover what the student has taught and learned, what the student feels has 
been attained and what the student feels is yet to be attained and what the student has learned about 
studio organisation. The PPP will check the student’s report to see that it accurately reflects the student’s 
experience in the studio and to make sure that there is no confidential information in the report. The PPP 
will sign it if it meets the criteria. This report will go back to the CP/CD and will form part of the student’s 
professional placement documentation 
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Please note: When assessing the number of hours to be performed in a studio, the student should be aware of 
the competencies to be attained between 75 and 125 hours. These can be obtained with the PPP or at a studio 
owned by a registered APMA teacher or with another Level 3 or 4 APMA registered practitioner

When attending a studio, the student should:

•  Be punctual and inform the studio well in advance if the student cannot attend at the prearranged time

•  Introduce him/herself to the PPP on arrival at the studio

•  Follow directions from the PPP and treat the PPP, other teachers and clients respectfully

When working with a client the student should:

•  Introduce him/herself and explain his/her role in the studio

The staff at Australian Pilates Method Association are available 
to answer any questions that you may have regarding the 
information in these guidelines and can be contacted on:

Phone: (03) 9718 1881  Email:  rto@australianpilates.asn.au
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Student Name

PP Practitioner Name

Studio Name

Number of hours  Date Commenced  Date Completed

The report should contain the following information:

• The student’s teaching experience, observations and revelations

• What the student has taught and learned

• What the student feels has been attained and what the student feels is yet to be attained

• What the student has learned about studio organisation

The following is an example of what is required:

My placement was for three hours on a Tuesday and two hours on a Thursday over eight weeks. During 
that time, I worked with fifteen clients who ranged in age from 20 to 70 years. Half of the clients were there 
for body conditioning and had no issues. The other half had issues that involved back pain and/or arthritis, 
shoulder pain and sporting injuries. Those who were older tended to have back and/or shoulder pain and/
or arthritis and the younger ones had sporting injuries and back pain.

I taught all the exercises on my repertoire list, however, I had to modify many of the exercises to make 
them appropriate for the clients’ ages and issues. This would be followed by a paragraph on some of the 
exercises that were modified and how they were modified.

I observed that some of the older clients needed more reassurance that they were doing the exercises 
correctly, while some were inclined to hurry through the exercises and had to be slowed down. A lot of the 
younger clients wanted to push through pain and do the exercises in a way that was not appropriate for 
their injuries. My PPMP was very clear in her explanation to these clients as to why some exercises had to 
be modified and why they shouldn’t do other exercises. This has helped me with my understanding of the 
relationship between injury and exercise and how to modify exercises appropriately.

My PPMP helped me to work with shoulder pain that was caused by impingement and I discovered that 
… and I learned to … I now feel much more confident modifying exercises and working with older clients. 
However, I need to have more experience and develop greater skills in working with younger clients.

The studio is organised so that teachers work the same shifts each week and, where possible, clients 
have the same appointment time each week. This allows the teacher to develop great familiarity with the 
client’s issues.

PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT STUDENT REPORT

SAMPLE


